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The 22-pole ion trap 
Multipole rf ion traps 
Dieter Gerlich, Physica Scripta (1995) 
























r / r0 
• Large almost field free volume 
• Variable temperature 8-300 K 
• Buffer gas cooling of  
   internal and translational motion 
• Neutral reactants @ well defined density 
RW, J. Phys. B (2009) 
Molecular Systems 
22-pole trap setup based on 
 rf mass spectrometers 
Trapped ion cloud 








“Classical“ 22-pole trap setup by D. Gerlich et al. 
Hot electron filament 
ionizes gas at 300K  
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Spectroscopy by laser-induced reactions 
AB+(v,J) + X + hν                   new products 
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Spectroscopy of H3




Vibrational levels of H3
+ 
Jochen Mikosch, Holger Kreckel,  
Radek Plasil, Juraj Glosik,  
Dieter Gerlich, Andreas Wolf, Dirk 







+ by laser-induced reactions 
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trap @ 55K 
Buffer gas: 
He & Ar  
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Spectroscopy of H3
+ by laser-induced reactions 


























































































-1 0 1 -1 0 1
Signal from the lowest 
 three rotational levels! 
 |J,K> population 
J. Mikosch et al., J. Chem. Phys. (2004) 
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Rotational transitions in cold OH- 
Couplings between rotational states: 
- Collisions with helium buffer gas 
- Terahertz rotational transitions 
ΔE = 37.5cm-1 or 54 K 
OH- + hv  OH + e-  
hv 
OH- 




Photodetachment as probe of J 
Molecular Systems 

















Photodetachment spectroscopy of cold OH–  
Trot = 32±2 K 
J=0 opens J=1 
J=2 
Ttrap = 50K 
Trot = 57±6 K 
Ttrap = 20K 




OH + e- 
OH* + e- 
? 
Eel 
OH- + hv@680nm  OH + e- 
R. Otto et al., PCCP (2013) 
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Rotational transitions in cold OH- 
Couplings between rotational states: 
- Collisions with helium buffer gas 
- Terahertz rotational transitions 
ΔE = 37.5cm-1 or 54 K 
OH- + hv  OH + e-  
hv 
OH- 




Photodetachment as probe of J 
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Rotational transitions in cold OH- 
hv 
OH- 




Photodetachment with strong laser 
k10, k01: helium inelastic collision rates k10 k01 
 Laser depletion of excited state  
yields inelastic collision rate 
Molecular Systems 
OH– rotational quenching: J=10 
Changing the rotational state population 
Fit: model with inelastic collision rate k01 as only free parameter 
Faster detachment rate  stronger depletion of J=1 
Ion collision temperature: 22 K 
Molecular Systems 
OH– rotational quenching: J=10 
Density dependent inelastic rates 




kJ=10 = (1.8 ± 0.4stat ±0.2syst) 
              x 10-11 cm3/s 
 
OD-: 
kJ=10 = (2.8 ± 1.1stat ±0.4syst) 
              x 10-11 cm3/s 
D. Hauser et al., Nature Physics (2015) 
Ion collision temperature: 22 K 
Molecular Systems 
OH– / OD– rotational quenching: J=10 




- Full Born-Oppenheimer surface, 
  identical for OH- and OD- 
  MP4/aug-cc-pVQZ 
- Partial waves up to 40ħ 
 
 
 Substantial differences  
     for OH- and OD- 
OH- 
OD- 
Fabio Carelli & Franco Gianturco 
D. Hauser et al., Nature Physics (2015) 
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OH– rotational quenching: J=10 
Thermal inelastic rate coefficients 
Theory: 
No free parameter 
 
Fabio Carelli &  
Franco Gianturco 
D. Hauser et al., Nature Physics (2015) 
Molecular Systems 
Direct OH– rotational excitation 
850nm - 853nm  1.24 THz 
Terahertz spectroscopy with difference frequency mixing 
















Antenna output power 
Molecular Systems 
Direct OH– rotational excitation 




Direct OH– rotational excitation 
Terahertz spectroscopy via photodetachment 






THz Excitation to J=1  
Important: 










Direct OH– rotational excitation 
OD- J=10 OD- J=21 
Terahertz spectroscopy via photodetachment 
S. Lee et al., Phys. Rev. A (2016) 
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 Electronic spectra of an Atkins‘ snowball 
C60
+(He)n 
(an experiment  
without an ion trap) 
H. Linnartz, X. Tielens, J. Cami, A. Y. Wang, M. Alcamí, 
F. Martín, M. Beyer, RW, A. Lindinger, et al. 
P. Scheier 
Molecular Systems 
 Electronic spectra of an Atkins‘ snowball 
droplet size 102<n<108 
mass resolution up to 7000 V-mode 











Spectroscopy in ion traps by laser-induced reactions 
:: Vibrational spectroscopy of H3
+ overtones 
 
Rotational spectroscopy of trapped ions 
:: Near-threshold detachment for OH-  rotational populations 
:: Cold state-to-state inelastic rate coefficients 
:: Rotational excitation by direct THz absorption 
 
Electronic spectra in He droplets 
:: Line shifts of C60
+(He)n Atkins snowball 
    reveal phase transitions 
 
 
:: THz spectroscopy of polyatomic ions  
:: Dipole-bound states in carbon chain ions 
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